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Kia Ora:
This is my experience of electricity pricing:
My recent experience with Genesis Energy reveals pricing by power company majors not only
rips customers off, but is immoral.

My enlightening experience began with Genesis informing me late last year that the pricing
regime applying to my account was being "reviewed"-  ie the gas price was being hiked
to $0.0809 cents per kWh from $0.0483 - a 67% hike.

When I wrote to Genesis to tell them I thought the hike was outrageous, especially considering
my electricity bill had gone up 14% over the last year, and that I would be “reviewing” my
relationship with the company, I received an email from the Genesis "movers team" offering me
a new contract at the old price.

Only because I am the sort of person who roughly knows my way around systems was I able to
get the price hike revoked (though I wasn’t smart enough to stop Genesis hiking my electricity
price 14% in 2017 when the inflation rate was under 2%).

When I asked for an explanation of how, suddenly they were able to offer me a new deal at the
old, much lower rate, I received this response: “The reason why you (sic) rates were increasing in
price as those are our non-contracted standard rates.  With (sic) accepting out (sic) eSaver
contract, we were able to fix your rates onto our lowest regional rates available.”

The question is: what happens to people with less ability to push back?  Essentially we have a
system where the vulnerable end paying higher power prices than the less vulnerable.

Exploitation of the vulnerable also happens via the widespread practice of prompt-payment
discounts, which Genesis still operates. These can be as high as 26% of the bill. Budgeting and
advocacy groups say those discounts are really late-payment penalties.  The discounts again
favour those in society who are organised and have the wherewithal to always pay on the due
date.

The review’s initial report highlighted the market has developed into a two-tiered beast between
those who shop around to enjoy the benefits of competition and those who do not and pay higher
prices.

In her news release on the review's initial report, Energy Minister Megan Woods alluded to the
problem identified in my pricing “review”.

“For residential customers it appears that a two-tier retail market is developing. People who
actively shop around enjoy the benefits of competition, and those who don’t are stuck with
prices.”

The average gap between what you might be paying, and the cheapest on offer, has increased by
about 50% since 2002.

“The review has found that some households struggle to understand the various plans and how to
choose the one that’s best for them, and low-income consumers miss out more often on prompt-
payment discounts – which can be as high as 26 per cent of the bill, and which budgeting and
advocacy groups say are really late-payment penalties,” Woods said.

According to the review, electricity prices have essentially stabilised since 2015. (That clearly
did not stop Genesis hiking my price by 14% in 2017.) 

Stabilisation has resulted from people shopping around when confronted with a hike. The






